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ALCMAN AND THE SPARTAN ROYALTY
Once more: that section of the Alcman commentary in P.Oxy. 2390, fr. 2 lines 13-22,
which refers to certain Spartans of royal lineage. F.D.Harvey's conclusions in JHS 87,
1967, 62-73, have been cited by most subsequent editors of Alcman with apparently
unqualified approval.1 They are, however, open to criticism both on historical and on
philological grounds.
Here is the text of the passage with only the most obvious supplements.
nËn dÉ ‡ome! t« da¤mono!
ßv(!) toË pai[d«n] ér¤!tan: Levtux¤da!
15
L]akedai[mon¤]v`n` basileÊ!: êdhlon d¢
y]ugãthr ≤ Tima!imbrÒta
] `ai ti`no!. fuån dÉ ¶o`[i]k`en
p]aid‹ j`any«i Polud≈[r]v[
]L`evtux¤da uﬂÒ! §!ti toË[
20
]ba!il°[v]!: [to]Ë dÉ EÈruk`[r]a`PolÊd]vro! ka‹ Tim[a!im]brÒta
yugã[thr.
Restoration depends to some extent on reconstruction of the Spartan royal genealogies. On
p. 67 of his article Harvey sets out, as if it were factual and more or less uncontroversial, a
version of the Agiad and Eurypontid lines from Alkamenes and Theopompos down to
Kleomenes and Leotychidas II, with cross-arrows marking attested synchronisms. In the
footnotes the ancient eividence (or most of it) is cited for each element in the construct, and
the impression is given that everything rests on firm foundations. Herodotus' and Pausanias'
rival versions of the Eurypontid succession are both accommodated at the cost of assuming
that a series of Demaratos' ancestors whom Pausanias believed to be kings were not kings.2
But at one point Harvey's stemma contradicts ancient testimony, and he does not
acknowledge the fact. He fails to mention that Hagesikles3 is stated, by the only source on
1 Page, Supplementum Lyricis Graecis, 1974, 156; D.A.Campbell, Greek Lyric II, 1988, 388 ff.;

M.Davies, Poetarum Melicorum Graecorum Fragmenta I, 1991, 11 f. C.Calame, Alcman, 1983, 436 f., does
not commit himself. Other relevant literature: D.L.Page, CR 9, 1959, 20 f.; P.Janni, Studi Urbinati 33,
1959, 162-172; W.S.Barrett, Gnomon 33, 1961, 688 f.; M.L.West, CQ 15, 1965, 188-192, M.Treu, RE
Suppl. XI, 1968, 22 f.; F.J.Cuartero, Boletin del Instituto de Estudios helénicos (Barcelona) 6, 1972, 13 ff.;
J.Schneider, RÉG 98, 1985, 1-64.
2 So Beloch, Hermes 35, 1900, 255, who convincingly refuted the old conjecture of Palmerius at Hdt. 8.
131. 3, plØn t«n •ptã for plØn t«n du«n.
3 So we ought to call the king who appears in Herodotus as ÑHgh!ikl°h! and in the Pausanias
manuscripts as ÉAga!ikl∞! or ÉAgh!ikl∞!. Historians have tended to suppose that for a Spartan king the
form with the largest number of alphas will be the most correct.
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the matter, to be the son of Archidamos,4 and instead he makes him the son of
Hippokratidas, for which there is no authority and no adequate reason.5 To Harvey's list of
synchronisms we might add that of Anaxandros with Hagesikles' grandfather Anaxidamos.6
The effect of these corrections is to bring Archidamos, the father of Hagesikles, into the
generation of Hippokratidas and the Agiad Eurykratidas. The two stemmata, from the mid
eighth century to the time of Croesus, appear as follows (kings underlined):
AGIADS
Alkamenes
Polydoros

EURYPONTIDS
Theopompos
______________________
Archidamos

Anaxandridas
Archidamos

Eurykrates

Zeuxidamos
Anaxilaos

Anaxandros

Anaxidamos
Leotychidas I

Eurykratidas

Archidamos
Hippokratidas

Leon

Hagesikles
Hagesilas

Anaxandridas

Ariston
Menares

Theopompos is mentioned as reigning both with Alkamenes and with Polydoros. As six
generations of Theopompos' descendants, or seven in his elder son's line, correspond to
five of Polydoros', it is reasonable to suppose that Theopompos was considerably older than
Polydoros and more nearly the coeval of Alkamenes. At the lower end, Hagesikles may have
been somewhat older than Hagesilas, whose throne he for some reason pre-empted, and
Ariston may have been somewhat older than Menares; their sons Demaratos and Leotychidas
II were near enough in age to want the same woman (Hdt. 6. 65. 2), but it was Ariston's
son who got in first.

4 Paus. 3. 7. 6.
5 Harvey refers to G.L.Huxley, Early Sparta, 117 f. This alteration of the genealogy in fact goes back to

G.Dum, Spartanische Königslisten, 1878, 20. Cf. W. den Boer, Laconian Studies, 1954, 67.
6 Paus. 3. 3. 4 + 3. 7. 6; 4. 15. 3. From the last passage it is clear that Pausanias has constructed this
synchronism by counting down the king-lists from Polydoros and Theopompos.
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Let us now reconsider the fragmentary Alcman commentary. From lines 14-15 we infer
that Alcman had used a phrase something like Latux¤da (...) paid«n ér¤!tan, 'the finest of
Leotychidas' daughters'. Homeric lines such as
Laod¤khn, Priãmoio yugatr«n e‰do! ér¤!thn
spring to mind.7 The commentator explains who Leotychidas was, but couples this statement
with an expression of uncertainty over the paternity of one Timasimbrota. Clearly he is in
doubt as to whether the phrase paid«n ér¤!tan referred to Timasimbrota. So she can hardly
have been named in that sentence, but she must have been named in the context, perhaps in
the preceding or following sentence. We see from the Louvre Partheneion how Alcman
could jump from praising one girl to praising another, speaking now of Agido, now of
Hagesichora, now of an unnamed xoragÒ! or xoro!tãti!. The commentator familiar with
this style, might reasonably be uncertain whether 'the finest of Leotychidas' daughters' in
one sentence was the same person as Timasimbrota in the next. The most suitable
supplement is êdhlon d¢ [pÒteron toÊtou y]ugãthr ≤ Tima!imbrÒta [µ •t°ra! m°mn]h`ta
` ¤
tino!.8
Harvey's supplement [t¤no! §!t‹ y]ugãthr is surely too short, and it ignores the relation
between yugãthr and pai[d«n] ér¤!tan in the lemma. It is only because of that phrase that
the question of Timasimbrota's father is raised: if he was not Leotychidas, it does not matter
who he was. Harvey's supplement in 17, [ka‹ t¤! ı uﬂÚ! k]a‹ t¤no!, has even less basis in
anything suggested by the lemma. His idea is that 15-17 state questions to which 19-22 give
the answers. The apparent lemma in 17-18 is really, he thinks (following a suggestion by
O.Murray), a quotation from another part of the poem, which the commentator presents in
order to deduce the answers to his own questions. But firstly, if the commentator had been
quoting from elsewhere in the poem, he would have said so, with d∞lon d¢ §k t«n
¶mpro!yen or some such expression; secondly, we do not see how he could have deduced
from a mention of 'Polydoros son of Eurykrates' (as Harvey supplements 18) either that
Hippokratidas was 'the son of the other king, Leotychidas' or that Timasimbrota was
Eurykrates' daughter; and thirdly, if he had made such reckless inferences, he could not have
announced his findings so abruptly, without so much as an êra or oÔn. However we
supplement 18-21, it is clear from the general style and structure that fuån - Polud≈[r]v[
is the next lemma after the one in 13-14, and the following lines a commentary on it.
Harvey's whole construction of the passage, ingenious though it is, creaks with artificiality.
Now the second lemma. Theoretically Polud≈[r]v[ could be genitive -v not dative
-v[i, and although in jany«i the i is preserved, this too might be an error for -«. But on
stylistic grounds jany«i should certainly be joined with the following name (so not jany«i
7 Il. 3. 124, cf. 2. 715, 6. 252, 13. 365, 378.
8 This modifies my proposal in CQ 15, 1965, 189. For the use of êdhlon in expressions of doubt about

whether two persons are the same cf. Ath. 436d ÉArkad¤vn (êdhlon dÉ eﬁ ı Fil¤ppvi diexyreÊ!a!), 586c
(Gluk°ran te tØn Yala!!¤do! ...) êdhlon eﬁ aÏth §!t‹n ≤ ÑArpãlvi !unoË!a.
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dative + Polud≈rv genitive), and it should adorn the son, who is the person emphasized,
rather than the father. So the probability is that the structure was (genitive name) paid¤,
jany«i Polud≈rvi, not (dative name), paid¤ jany« Polud≈rv. The pattern was like
the common Homeric pattern
ÉAgka¤oio pãi!, kre¤vn ÉAgapÆnvr.
PeiriyÒou uÂa, kraterÚn Polupo¤thn.9
So someone -perhaps the daughter of Leotychidas, perhaps Timasimbrota, conceivably
neither of these - is being praised by being compared to Polydoros son of X.
The commentator is concerned to explain who is related to whom. First he says that
someone is the son of the king already mentioned, Leotychidas. This someone is presumably
one of the two men named in the lemma, for otherwise the statement will have no discernible
relevance. He will not be Polydoros, because in 20-21 it looks very much as if Polydoros
and Timasimbrota are coupled as the children of Eurykra[t- ]. So it should be X, the father of
Polydoros in 18, who is identified as the son of Leotychidas in 19, and in 20-21 it appears
that X = Eurykrates or Eurykratidas. The structural logic therefore calls for
fuån dÉ ¶o`[i]k`en
EÈrukrat ` ` ` p]aid¤, jany«i Polud≈[r]v[i:
EÈrukrat- ] Levtux¤da uﬂÒ! §!ti toË
20
proeirhm°nou] ba!il°[v]!, [to]Ë dÉ EÈruk`[r]a`t ` ` ` uﬂÚ! PolÊd]vro! ka‹ Tim[a!im]brÒta
yugã[thr.10
The only son of Leotychidas previously known was his successor Hippokratidas. His
name has generally been restored in 19. But as we have seen, the name missing in 19 ought
to be the same as the one missing in 18, that of Polydoros' father, and Polydoros' father is
apparently not Hippokratidas but Eurykrates or Eurykratidas. There is no reason why
Leotychidas should not have had another son besides Hippokratidas.
The names Polydoros, Eurykrates, and Eurykratidas all occur in the Agiad dynastic line.
Scholars have tended to assume that the Eurykra[t- ] of our text, if not the Polydoros, must
be one or other of these Agiad kings. But if he is the son of the king Leotychidas, this is
ruled out. The commentator twice specifies that Leotychidas was a king, and he does not say
this of Eurykra[t- ] or Polydoros. That the same names might occur in both the Agiad and the
Eurypontid family is shown by the examples of Agis and Anaxandridas. However, we
cannot rule out Barrett's suggestion that Levtux¤da in 19 was written in error as a result of
his mention in the previous note, and that the statement intended was EÈrukrat¤da!]
ÉAnajãndrou uﬂÒ! §!ti toË [Lakedaimon¤vn] ba!il°v!. In this case we are after all
among Agiads.
9 Il. 2. 609, 12. 129; cf. 1. 489, 5. 376, 881, 6. 130, 8. 377, 12. 182, 15. 576, 17. 1, 59, 23. 472.
10 Cf. Barrett, Gnomon 33, 1961, 688 f.
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A difficulty that arises on any view is that Timasimbrota is now firmly identified as the
daughter of Eurykra[t- ], whereas earlier the commentator was in aporia over whether she
was Leotychidas' daughter. Perhaps our text is giving us material from different authorities;
we know that the commentator was drawing on more than one predecessor. Or perhaps it is
somewhat abbreviated, and what was originally presented as a guess (‡!v! ín e‡h) has been
reduced to a plain assertion (§!t¤). If so, we should be left without any definite evidence on
Timasimbrota's identity, only with the fact that it made sense, so far as an ancient scholar
with the whole of Alcman's poem before him could see, to suppose that she was a
granddaughter of Leotychidas and sister of Polydoros.
If he was right, it is not an unattractive hypothesis that Timasimbrota was the subject of
fuån dÉ ¶oiken ... Polud≈rvi. She would be being praised by being compared in nobility
of appearance to her brother. This is also Harvey's opinion. Let us lend it a healthy colour
by quoting Bacchylides 5. 165, where Heracles asks Meleager
∑rã ti! §n megãroi! Oﬁn∞o! érhÛf¤lou
¶!tin édmÆta yugatr«n !o‹ fuån éligk¤a;
tãn ken liparån §y°lvn ye¤man êkoitin.
One may hesitate over the circumstance that Polydoros is entitled 'the son of Eurykra[t- ]', as
though his father were different from that of the subject of the comparison.11 But perhaps
Euripides, Bacchai 917, gives some reassurance on this point. Dionysos tells the disguised
Pentheus
pr°pei! d¢ Kãdmou yugat°rvn morfØn miçi.
What can we extract from all this for the dating of Alcman's poem? I think it is prudent to
keep open the two alternatives about 19, namely (A) that Levtux¤da is correct, (B) that it
has displaced the name of an Agiad king.

11 Cf. Harvey, 66 n.13.
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On hypothesis A we have the stemma
Leotychidas
______________________________________________________
Hippokratidas

Eurykrat(idas?)12
________________________________
Polydoros

some daughters

Timasimbrota,

and Alcman referred, in the context of a women's ceremony, both to a daughter and to a
granddaughter of Leotychidas, the first a mature lady, the second probably still a young girl.
We have no dates for Leotychidas. Rhianus associated him with the Second Messenian War,
which took place sometime in the second or third quarter of the seventh century. This must
carry some weight.13 The generation-count down from Theopompos, the elderly victor of
the First Messenian War (ca. 735-715), and up from Leotychidas II (reigned ca. 491-469)
suggests that Leotychidas I should have been born between about 665 and 640. With the
higher date he might well have taken part in the Second Messenian War as a young man. But
even if he was born about 665, he is unlikely to have had a granddaughter taking part in a
public ceremony before about 600. On hypothesis A, then, we are led to a dating of the
poem in the early sixth century. I do not see how a date as late as 570 could be excluded,
however shocking it may be to some people's prejudices.14
On hypothesis B Alcman referred to a daughter of Leotychidas and to an Agiad family
Eurykra[t- ] (king)
___________________________________
Polydoros

Timasimbrota

In proposing this hypothesis Barrett was surely right to opt for Eurykratidas, the son of
Anaxandros, rather than his grandfather Eurykrates. Apart from the argument from spacing
in 19, the younger man was much the closer in age to Leotychidas. In this case the ceremony
involves princesses from both royal houses, daughters of Eurykratidas and Leotychidas. The
12 The writing on the papyrus is variable in size, but the gap in 19, so far as I can judge, favours

EÈrukrat¤da! as against EÈrukrãth!. (In the genitive, of course, line 18, both names have the same
number of letters.) On the other hand one might find it surprising that a son of Leotychidas should bear the
same name as the contemporary Agiad king.
13 See the detailed discussion by J.Schneider, RÉG 98, 1985, 31-47.
14 Harvey, 69, writes that Alcman 'referred to king Leotychidas, but his son Hippokratidas is apparently
not yet king. Alcman therefore lived during the reign of Leotychidas.' But there is nothing whatever to
indicate that Hippokratidas is not yet king, and there is the possibility that t« da¤mono! in 13 refers to the
dead and heroized Leotychidas (J.A.Davison, Proc. IX Intern. Congr. of Pap., 1961, 33; cf. Xen. Lac. Pol.
15.9).
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upper date-limit of the poem will be somewhat higher than on hypothesis A, but probably
not earlier than 625.
One further morsel of evidence has come to hand since P.Oxy. 2390. P.Oxy. 3210
brought further shreds of a commentary, probably from the same manuscript as 2389.
Fragment 2 contains at line 6 the letters ]arxid[, and three lines higher a dubious a`rx` i` d
` am`[.
The editor, M.W.Haslam, comments at 6 'A mention of Archidamus, appparently, but of no
chronological importance, for in the Eurypontid succession given at Herod. 8. 131
Archidamus is two generations earlier than Leotychidas, who figures in the Alcman
commentary XXIV 2390.'15 He has overlooked the fact that in the collateral line given by
Pausanias there is a younger Archidamos in the same generation as Eurykratidas, perhaps
somewhat younger than Leotychidas. There is a fair chance that an Archidamos mentioned
by Alcman was this one.
All Souls College, Oxford
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15 The Oxyrhynchus Papyri XLV, 1977, 11, followed by Campbell, Greek Lyric II 399; no comment in

Davies, PMGF I 65.

